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Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Home Page
for August 2020

Hello and welcome to Psychic & Energy Work, a Sydney-based site focused upon
spiritual growth. It aims to help people make sense of energetic and real-world
phenomena. By releasing what’s “not”, we often help ourselves optimise what
happens next.
Psychic & Energy Work offers readings, healings, spirit work, space clearings, past life sessions,
numerology, courses and intuitive mentoring. It is all-culture, -ability and -gender friendly. To learn
more, scroll through the Pages menu to the left or below (depending upon the device you’re using).
You can read reviews on Google (here) or get in contact via phone, sms, email, WhatsApp or Skype.
Feel free to look through my Shop as well!

Face-to-face sessions are available and adhere to social distancing requirements. That said, working
at a distance is just as effective if you’d prefer that. We can work this out when you get in contact
(which is best done via phone or sms) – click here.

Recapping last month…
It goes without saying: “July” delivered a few more things for selves to work through. Covid-19
bounced back to trigger updates to mindsets and rules. “2020” is BIG on space because of its value in
processing things. There’s no better way of forcing focus than keeping self away from being (so)
busy. That might sound light, even dismissive, but isn’t why I write these comments. “2020” is all
about placement and time out as critical “success” factors in our recipes.
Have you, of late, been encouraged to work through previously elusive stuff? Last month delivered
“5”s and “11”, and both of those vibes can stir things up. They’re spiritually laden with change
dynamics - internal and outer; cut-through; truth. They often highlight more of the details – things
we’ve not noticed or sensed until now. Last month was full invisibly speaking - lots of head and
psychic rhythms. If you found yourself needing to clear more, you were very much in sync. “5” is
“grow”, “change”, “stretch further”; “11”, “honour truth as it is now”. “3”s revealed how we could
look after more of all. “7”s popped in to enhance perspectives; add to our views; bring whole, new
points. Last month was substantial in how it guided people to clear, download, heal and sort.
Feel free to review my Observations about July in The Archives and/or my 2020 forecast here.

Watched my videos yet?
They provide snippets about readings, clearings and other forms of energy
work. They’re available on Psychic & Energy Work’s YouTube channel - click
on the image to the right or view them on my new Videos page.
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What about this month?
“August” should feel a little gentler given its chart has fewer active points. That’s a brave comment
because, even so, a few “8”s present. This number audits “okay-ness” – are you really happy; is ‘this’
right? We have, of course, been working with such dynamics all year. The specific chart bears “3”,
“6” and “9” - vibes which are feelers, healers, carers. This “August”s specific M.O. is “96/6” which
can see life becoming kinder or softer. These things noted, “7”s stay high plus nine “2”s present.
When “1” features far less than this last vibe – as it does this month – self can be nudged towards the
backseat.
Within the above lies community-focus; respecting all needs (not just a few). Majorities and
minorities can become myopic for all sorts of reasons. Everyone and everything matters – healing’s
important; none matters more. Each has its place, priorities help, yes, but that needn’t trigger an
under- or over-valuing. This year, life’s leading us all through these rhythms so as to get more basics
right. “2020” boils down to “4” which denotes fundamentals (platforms) in life. What does self
choose to launch from each second? Getting “it” right is a conscious dance and may unfold louder
over the course of this month. Five “9”s will guide us through entrenched cobwebs, freeing us up
from what’s stale or confined. In all, this “August” could promote equity, equality and fairness at
new levels. “3”, “6” and “9” are feeling vibes that steer individuals to bigger picture ways. Don’t be
surprised if, this month, life helps you become wider again. To read Psychic & Energy Work's full
forecast for this month, click here or upon Monthly Observations in the Page menu.

Most Mondays, I post a snippet about psychic & energy work on social media. Please connect with
them (and me) on Facebook, Linked In, twitter, pInterest or Google.

Other things to do whilst here…?
Learn more about Psychic & Energy Work on the About and List of Services pages;
You can hear the Monthly Observations or order Meditation Files;
Listen to last month’s interview on Three D Radio here;
Read Articles or download earlier Observations via The Archives page;
Check out my Observations about 2020 here; and/or…
Learn more about my Courses in intuitive development or numerology.
On Thursday, 6th August, I’ll be joining Michael Hunter on Three D Radio’s Metaphysical Show. Join
us, live-to-air at https://www.threedradio.com, 9pm South Australia time. We talk explore things
energetic and spiritual, and offer free mini-readings. If you would like one, email your first name(s),
date(s) of birth and question to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com before or during the program.
The Metaphysical Show is one of Australia’s longest running spiritual programs. Over the last 3-4
decades, Michael has helped listeners to connect with a wide range of “new age” music and
practitioners. I am fortunate to accompany him on a reasonably regular basis. If you can’t make the
Show, you can visit this page to hear it from the Monday after the Show is streamed (August 10).
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Based in the Inner West of Sydney, I work with people face-to-face, via phone, video, email, Skype or
WhatsApp. To develop intuitively or book a session, click here.

Thank you for visiting Psychic & Energy Work.com.au
Have a good month!
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